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Analysis of the Dragon Steel Trial Results 

Executive Summary 
The trial of AFM conducted at Dragon Steel between February and July 2016, has conclusively 

indicated a much superior performance of AFM compared to either the sand and anthracite filter 

used for test comparison and also the existing site filters. 

Should AFM be introduced into the site filters in place of the current sand and anthracite 

combination, indications are that there could be as much as 78% savings in energy and water 

usage by the reduced pumping demands during backwashing and water recycling.  This would 

result in corresponding cost savings. 

The superior performance of an AFM filled site filter can also be expected to lead to greater 

efficiencies throughout the operation in both the plant and in the cooling towers, which in turn 

would become apparent in cost savings.  These are described in more details in the body of the 

report. 

Less quantifiable but equally apparent is the improved security of the plant operation that the 

predictability and consistency of an AFM filter would bring.  It was noted during the trial that the 

performance of current site filters is highly erratic with, for example, removal efficiency of 

suspended solids varying by as much is 55% between one day and the next.  It is a feature of an 

AFM filter that the performance is highly predictable and consistent.  This is even an area 

guaranteed by the manufacturer’s warranty.   

Legionnaires disease is an often fatal condition known to be spread by bacteria in the aerosol from 

cooling towers. There will also be Pontiac flu and other bacterium aerosol infections that can 

impact on the surrounding area for up to 20 km. AFM will provide better filtration and will reduce 

the food for bacterium and biofilm development in the cooling towers.  The less biofilm the lower 

the risk from bacterium such as Legionella, and less chemical biocides will be required.. 

In summary, introduction of AFM can be expected to lead to cost savings within the plant, better 

security of the operation and the healthier environment for site personnel.  AFM is also a 100% 

sustainable solution that will lower electricity usage and hence reduce carbon footprint. 

Introduction 
The purpose of the trial was to compare the performance of AFM with 

the combination of sand and anthracite currently used to clean the 

cooling water for the hot rolling mill in the Dragon Steel plant.  

The main concern was that the combination of oil in the water, caused 

by machine lubricants and hydraulic leakage is causing the sand and 

anthracite in the site filters to become blocked, which in turn is 

impeding the flow of water through the filter and leads to transient 

channelling of unfiltered water into the product water.  This impeded 

flow potentially means there would be insufficient water available for 

cooling in the rolling mill if the plant was operating at full capacity.  This 

could result in reduced production and hence reduced output and 
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profits, as well as possible dissatisfaction of customers and imposition of contractual penalty 

clauses. 

During the trial, it became increasingly apparent that the performance of the existing filters is 

highly erratic and unpredictable, which are not good traits to have in an industrial process.  The 

performance of AFM in contrast, was consistent and predictable. 

From the results of the trial we are able to draw some conclusions regarding the performance of 

AFM and offer some predictions regarding the improved efficiency of the plant and potential cost 

savings. 

Trial Process 
The trial was set up in the Dragon Steel plant next to the existing site filters to utilise the actual 

plant cooling water as the source for the test. 

2 x 150mm tubes were filled as follows:- 

– Column 1: same depth of new sand / anthracite / stone (2,100mm) as the existing filters 

– Column 2: AFM (1,200mm) 

 

 

 

Backwashing was automatically initiated when the pressure differential across the media bed 

exceeded a pre-set value. 

Flow rate in the test filters same as the site, i.e.30m3/m2/h 

The measured parameters were 

– SS suspended solids (mg/l) 

– Turbidity (NTU) 

– Oil in water (mg/l) 
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These were measured twice weekly for the input and output of the AFM and sand filters as well as 

the site filters and the efficiency calculated.  The trial ran for a period of approximately 4 months 

from 22nd February 2016 to 16th June 2016 

Trial results 
The trial results are reproduced in Appendix 1, both graphically and as calculations of average 

performance, maximum, minimum and range of performance and the standard deviation. 

The main conclusions that stand out from the tests are:- 

1. Performance of AFM is significantly better in all the measured parameters than both the 

existing site filters and the test filter with new sand and anthracite. 

2. Site filter performance is extremely erratic with wild swings of removal efficiency. 

It should be noted that the comparison is not between AFM and sand, but between AFM and a 

sand / anthracite combination with a 900mm greater bed depth. The cost of the anthracite is likely 

to be comparable to the cost of AFM.  If the ratios of media are also reflected in the existing sand 

filters, then there will be a 0.9 meter extra freeboard with AFM.  This will allow greater operational 

delta P, longer run phase cycles and reduced back-wash duration. 

If, for example, we look at the removal efficiency for suspended solids, (Appendix 1 on page 10) 

we see that with AFM, on average we achieve 97.7% compared to 94.7% for new sand and 

88.5% for the existing site filters.  When viewed in terms of what remains in the water after AFM 

filtration there is 3.3% (100-97.7), sand is 5.3% and the existing filters 11.5%.  When expressed 

in terms of performance 5.3/3.3 x 100 - 100 = 60%, AFM was 60% better than the 

sand/anthracite filter and 248% better than the existing sand/anthracite filters 

AFM was also much more stable as shown by the range;, i.e. the difference between maximum 

and minimum figures.  For AFM the range is just 7.8%; whereas for the site filter it is 55.5% and 

test sand filter 62.4%.  In effect, this says that the site filters and the test sand filter are 

performing erratically and hence unpredictably.  On a “bad day” the site filter is removing less than 

50% of the suspended solids compares to a worse case for AFM of more than 92%.  This has 

potential ramifications for the plant operation and also the cooling tower.  This will be considered 

in more detail later. 

The initial purpose for the trial was to review how AFM coped with the oil in the water.  As with 

the above example of suspended solids, AFM performed better than both the site filters and the 

new sand filter (Appendix 1 on page 11).  The amount of oil removed by AFM was approximately 

double that removed by the site filters and performance was considerably more stable than both 

sand filter and the site filters whose performance was again highly erratic.   

An interesting phenomena was observed in both the site filter and the sand filter on 14 April and 

29th of February respectively.  On these dates more oil was shown to be in the output water from 

the filter that was present in the input.  At first this anomaly was thought to be due to errors in 

readings.  However, on further consideration it was deemed more likely that this is due to small 

droplets of oil building up in the sand and not being removed during backwashing.  These will be 

pushed through the filter by the pressure of the water until they are eventually discharged into the 

product water.  Alternatively, it may be caused by channelling through the filter, a condition that is 

always observed in sand filters.   
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It should be noted that this did not occur in the AFM filter at any time.  This may be due to the 

superior back washing capability of AFM (discussed in more details below) which during the 

backwash phase will remove all of the oil that has been captured during the run phase. 

Backwash Performance 
The filtration trial demonstrated the superior performance of AFM over sand/anthracite for 

processing the cooling water from the mill.  AFM also has a superior back wash performance and 

this was also tested during the course of the trial. 

To measure the backwash performance of the filter backwash is initiated and the turbidity and 

suspended solids in the backwash water are measured every 15 seconds.  This was done at 

Dragon steel on 18th of March and the results are shown below.  

 

Backwash test -Turbidity 
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Backwash test – Suspended Solids 

Please note that in the actual test the backwash outlet for the sand filter was higher than that of the AFM 

filter.  To compensate for this the readings for the sand filter have been time shifted left by approximately 2 

minutes. 

The backwash test shows that the AFM is backwashed more quickly and more thoroughly than the 

sand filter.  For AFM, after two minutes there is relatively little improvement indicating that the 

backwash is complete.  For the sand, even after 7.5 minutes, the backwash water is not as clean 

as the AFM, indicating that the backwash is still incomplete.   

Calculating the actual parameters of the Dragon Steel test we have, 

 AFM surface area = 0.0177 m² 

 AFM bed volume = 0.0212 m³ 

 Backwash flowrate =128 m/h 

From this we can calculate that in two minutes, 0.0756m3 of backwash water will flow.   

To backwash the sand/anthracite filter we need to backwash at a rate of 110m/h and in the case 

of the test for 7.5 minutes.  This gives us 0.2438m³ of backwash water used, which is 460% more 

than we have used to backwash the AFM.  It is also 323% more electricity used for pumping 

during the actual backwash process and 323% more to pump the backwash water away for 

reprocessing. 

Although only one backwash profile was measured during the Dragon Steel trial, results from 

elsewhere indicate that the AFM profile achieved is very typical and will be repeated consistently 

year after year.  By contrast, the backwash profiles for sand is always erratic and is different every 

time it is measured, i.e. it is very inconsistent, as verified by the above results. 
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Advantages of AFM in the context of Dragon Steel 
The trial of AFM at Dragon Steel has indicated, 

 better removal of suspended solids 

 better removal of oil from the water 

 greater reduction in turbidity 

 better backwash performance  

 improved health and safety of workforce from aerosol bacterium infection 

 improved security for 20km surround area from aerosol bacterium infection 

when compared to either the test sand filter or perhaps more importantly, the existing site filter. 

To consider what this means in the context of the rolling mill, we need to consider the entire 

process which includes the way the water is used within the mill, and also how it is cooled within 

the cooling towers.  As with any industrial process, it is important to keep it running as efficiently 

and consistently as possible. 

At various stages of the process, cooling water is 

sprayed onto the different machines.  Sometimes this 

is large volumes of water and sometimes it is delivered 

via high-pressure jets, e.g.  for scale removal from the 

hot steel.  These jets rely on water being pumped at 

high-pressure through the small hole in the jet.  To 

avoid the jets becoming blocked, they need to have 

clean water.  If the water contains too many 

suspended solids the incidence of jet blockage will 

clearly be higher.  When the jets become blocked 

there is no alternative than to stop the mill for 

emergency maintenance. 

Similarly, a high level of suspended solids in the water being pumped through the jets will erode 

the edges of the hole and make it larger.  If the hole is larger, this will need to be compensated by 

increasing the water pressure which in turn will increase the amount of electricity used. 

The hot water is pumped from the rolling mill, to the sedimentation tanks and from there to the 

site filters.  From the filters it goes the cooling towers, where once again it is pumped through a 

series of nozzles normally over a filling material where heat is exchanged with the incoming airflow 

through the tower.   

When hot water is pumped through a pipe, scale will 

form on the inside of the pipe as a result of calcium 

and magnesium being deposited and sticking to the 

suspended solids within the water.  These deposits 

will block the pipe resulting in a restricted water 

flow.  This in turn is compensated by increasing the 

water pressure which in turn requires more electricity 

for the pump.  This increase can be very significant; an analysis by Carrier® found that deposits of 

just 5 microns increase the electrical power at the pump by 20%.   
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Anti-scalant and anti-bacterial chemicals will likely be used to help combat the above issues, but 

the cost of these chemicals is very considerable.  Chemical costs will be reduced with AFM. 

These deposits will also build up on the surfaces within the tower designed for heat transfer, 

where they act as an effective insulator.  If the heat transfer surfaces are insulated, the efficiency 

of the cooling tower is greatly reduced.  Note that where the main heat transfer is by evaporation, 

scaling probably does not have a major influence, unless there is also heat recovery. 

Whilst this problem is largely unavoidable, it can be minimised by with an AFM filter which ensures 

that the water going through the cooling tower contains as low a level as possible of suspended 

solids.  Note also that the problem is worse with sand filters, as the sand releases free silica which 

deposits as scale.  AFM does not contain, nor does it release free silica. 

AFM will also help to prevent the build-up of biofilm within the cooling tower, this in turn will help 

prevent corrosion of the metal parts. 

The bottom of the cooling tower will contain a water sump where cooled water accumulates.  It is 

inevitable that solids within the cooled water will also accumulate in here and will settle.  When the 

settlement becomes too great it is required to clean out the sump which will require the cooling 

tower to be shut down. 

 It is long established that cooling towers are breeding 

grounds for the bacterium Legionella pneumophila 

which is responsible for causing legionnaires disease.  

Legionnaire’s disease is an infection of the respiratory 

system which is typically fatal in 10 to 20% of cases.  

The bacteria are dispersed in the aerosol from cooling 

towers where they are inhaled by individuals in the 

vicinity becoming embedded deep in the lungs and 

giving rise to the disease. 

AFM is an effective barrier to Legionella pneumophila 

so will help reduce the incidence of the bacteria 

entering the cooling tower and hence reduce the 

likelihood of site personnel contracting legionnaire’s disease. 

During a site visit to Dragon steel, it was observed that in operation, the existing site filters are 

being filled sequentially and then left to drain.  It is understood that this is because they are 

currently partially blocked with deposits of oil and scale and consequently, the water is unable to 

filter through at the designed rate.  This practice, may be acceptable when the rolling mill is not at 

reduced  production levels, will be a major problem when the mill is at full production, as there will 

likely be insufficient cooling water to feed the production line.  The inevitable consequence of this 

is at the production rate will need to be reduced to compensate. 

The results of the trial have indicated that AFM will not suffer from this problem as the oil and 

scale are all removed during backwashing and not allowed to accumulate within the filter.  
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Conclusions from the trial 
1. Performance of a 1,200mm bed of AFM is superior to 2,100mm of anthracite/sand/gravel in 

all of the tested parameters of:- 

a. Removal of oil from the water 

b. Removal of suspended solids 

c. Reduction of turbidity 

2. Backwashing of AFM is faster and more effective than backwashing the existing filters.  

Because it is faster and the flow rate of the water is slower with AFM there is less water 

used for backwashing.  This means less electricity used to pump the water during the 

backwash and less electricity used to pump the backwash water away for recycling.  The 

test results suggest the electricity savings could be as high as 69% of what is 

currently used. 

3. The reduction in suspended solids in the circulating gained by using AFM, will likely result in 

a. Reduced incidence of nozzle blockage within the rolling mill and the cooling towers 

with consequent cost savings from lower maintenance and reduced risk of lost 

production due to mill stoppage. 

b. Less build-up of deposits in pipework and on heat transfer surfaces in the rolling 

mill and cooling tower leading to higher efficiency, lower electricity costs for 

pumping and lower maintenance costs. 

c. Less sludge build-up in the cooling tower sump means less need for cleaning i.e. 

lower maintenance costs.  

4. AFM is an effective block to Legionella pneumophila bacteria so will help minimise the risk 

of site personnel contracting legionnaire’s disease from the aerosol coming off the cooling 

towers.  The better water treatment with AFM will also reduce biofilm formation and 

incubation of Legionella  

5. The better water quality will reduce the requirement for biocides and antiscalant chemicals, 

which are a major cost in the operation of cooling towers. 

6. AFM will not become blocked with oil and scale in the same way that the current site filters 

have been.  There is therefore no need to adopt a sequential filling regime and the filter 

will continue to operate at their design capacity.  Consequently, there is a significantly 

reduced risk of there being insufficient cooling water and hence less risk of lost production. 

7. The performance of AFM is predictable and consistent and will not change as it gets older.  

Your attention is drawn to the manufactures guarantee which states “The performance of 

AFM has been independently verified by IFTS, the manufacturer guarantees that after 10 

years the performance of AFM will be within 10% of the as new performance measured 

under ISO standard conditions. AFM must be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

recommendations.”  

8. AFM is a 100% sustainable solution. 
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Appendix 1 – Trial results: Individual parameters 
 

Turbidity Removal Efficiency 

 Average Minimum Maximum Range 
Standard 
Deviation 

Existing Site filter 81.98% 58.45% 94.17% 35.72% 10.53% 

New Sand Filter 88.73% 50.61% 98.05% 47.61% 11.74% 

AFM Filter 93.64% 80.99% 98.22% 17.06% 3.68% 
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Suspended Solids Removal Efficiency 

 Average Minimum Maximum Range 
Standard 

Deviation 

Existing Site filter 88.50% 43.75% 99.25% 55.50% 12.36% 

New Sand Filter 94.72% 37.50% 99.92% 62.42% 12.84% 

AFM Filter 97.70% 92.16% 99.92% 7.77% 1.83% 
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Oil Removal Efficiency 

 Average Minimum Maximum Range 
Standard 

Deviation 

Existing Site filter 31.34% -0.59% 61.88% 62.47% 15.59% 

New Sand Filter 42.04% -26.62% 66.13% 92.74% 24.11% 

AFM Filter 52.79% 31.95% 66.77% 34.82% 10.07% 

 

Note that the graphical display of the Oil Removal Efficiency is somewhat compromised due to 

many of the readings simply being shown as <1.67mg/l.  It is assumed this was the lowest figure 

the measuring equipment was able to resolve.  To attempt make the position clearer, a 5 point 

average trend line has been added. 
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Appendix 2 – Trial results: Filter Performance 
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